
KNOWSLEY

KNOCKOUT ABC

CHAMPIONSHIP!
Are you ready for KSSP's Knockout ABC Championships?! 

The championship consists of 3 events, agility, balance and co-ordination.  

There are 3 boys and 3 girls in a team from year 5 or 6 .

One boy will take part in the agility challenge, one boy will take part in the balance
challenge and one boy will take part in the co-ordination challenge. 

The girls will do the same.

All of the boys and girls scores will be added up to give your overall team score. 

You MUST submit video evidence of your entry.

Your school will be drawn against another school in a knockout style cup competition, the
winning school progresses to the next round, the losing school is eliminated!



KNOWSLEY

KNOCKOUT ABC

CHAMPIONSHIP!
If you progress, children MUST do a different challenge in the next round, they will rotate

through the challenges for as long as they progress.

Please see the attached draw to see which school you must face in the preliminary
round, or if you have a bye to the first round!

The deadline for schools to send their results back for each round is below, please note
that if we don’t receive results by the deadline then that school is automatically

eliminated.

Please remember you MUST submit video evidence with your entry. 

Deadlines for Results
Preliminary Round – Friday 9th October

First Round – Friday 23rd October
Second Round – Friday 13th November
Quarter Finals – Friday 27th November

Semi Finals – Friday 11th December
Final – TBC (after Christmas)



EVENT 1 – AGILITY

Set up 5 cones like the diagram above, each cone

must be 2 metres apart from the middle cone.

Children will have 1 minute to score as many points

as  possible.

When the timer starts, they must run from the

middle cone (cone 1) to the one on their left (cone 2)

and touch it, then run back to the middle cone and

touch it.

They then must run to the cone in front (cone 3) and

touch it, then run back to the middle cone and touch

it.

They then must run to the cone on their right (cone

4) and touch it, then run back to the middle cone

and touch it.

They then must run to the cone behind them (cone

5) and touch it, then run back to the middle cone

and  touch it.

Children continue in this sequence for 1 minute, they

will score 1 point for every cone they touch, A full

sequence of cone 1 to cone 2 to cone 1 to cone 3  to

cone 1 to cone 4 to cone 1 to cone 5 to cone 1 would

be 8 points).



EVENT 2 – BALANCE

Children start by standing up straight on one leg (can

be either their left or right).

They will have 1 minute to score as many points as

possible.

When the timer starts, they must keep one foot off

the floor, bend at the hips and touch the floor with

their left hand, then return to a full upright position

(hips locked out) whilst all the time keeping the foot

of the non standing leg off the floor.

They must then bend at the hips again and touch the

floor with their right hand, then return to a full

upright position. 

They will continue like this (left hand, then right hand

then left and so on) for one minute, keeping the foot

of the non standing leg off the floor at all times. 

They will score 1 point for each time they touch the

floor, they will be deducted one point each time the

foot of the non standing leg touches the floor. 

If a child loses their balance and puts their other foot

down, they set up again and continue, they are just

deducted a point each time. When they continue they

MUST use the same standing leg, they cannot switch.

For example a child touches the floor 15 times but

loses their balance and puts their other foot down 3

times, so their score would be 12 points.



EVENT 3 – CO-ORDINATION

Share your photos and videos @KnowsleySSP

#BackToSchoolGames.

Children start by standing 2 metres away from a wall

with a tennis ball in one hand (can start in either left

or right).

Children will have 1 minute to score as many points

as possible.

When the timer starts, they must throw the ball

against the wall and catch it in their opposite hand,

throw it back against the wall and catch it in their

opposite hand and so on. 

The ball must always be thrown and caught with one

hand, and they must alternate hands each time (so

throw with left, catch with right, throw with right,

catch with left, throw with left, catch with right and

so on). 

They must stay 2 metres away from the wall at all

times.

They will score 1 point for each one handed catch

that they make. If they drop the ball at any time or

catch it with 2 hands that will not count.


